
Fill in the gaps

Made In The USA by Demi Lovato

Our love runs deep  (1)________  a Chevy

If you fall I'll  (2)________  with you  (3)________      _

'Cause that's the way we like to do it

That's the way we like

You run  (4)____________  and open doors  (5)________  a

gentleman

And tell me girl everyday you're my everything

'Cause that's the way you like to do it

That's the way you like

Just a little West Coast and a bit of sunshine

Hair  (6)______________  in the wind

Losing  (7)__________  of time

Just you and I

Just you and I

(Whoa, whoa)

No matter how far we go

I want the whole world to know

I want you bad

And I won't  (8)________  it any other way

No matter what the people say

I know that we'll never break

'Cause our love was made

Made in the USA

Made in the USA

Yeah, yeah

You always  (9)________  my mind  (10)________  a letter

When I'm cold you're  (11)__________  like a sweater

'Cause that's the way we like to do it

That's the way we like

I'll  (12)__________  ever let the  (13)__________  get the

best of you

Every  (14)__________  we're apart, I'm still  (15)________ 

to you

'Cause that's the way I  (16)________  to do it

That's the way I like

We touch down on the  (17)________  Coast

Dinner on the skyrise

Winter is the best time

For walking in the city lights

You and I

You and I

(Whoa, whoa)

No matter how far we go

I want the  (18)__________  world to know

I want you bad

And I won't have it any other way

No matter what the people say

I know that we'll never break

'Cause our love was made

Made in the USA

'Cause baby I'll bite the bullet

And take the blows for love

(Whoa oh oh)

Our love

Was made in the USA

Made in the USA

Made in the USA

No  (19)____________  how far we go

I  (20)________  the whole world to know

I want you bad

And I won't have it any other way

No matter  (21)________  the people say

I  (22)________  that we'll never break

'Cause our love was made

Made in the USA

Made in the USA

Yeah, yeah

Made in the US

Made in the US

Made in the USA
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. like

2. fall

3. baby

4. around

5. like

6. blowing

7. track

8. have

9. read

10. like

11. there

12. never

13. world

14. night

15. next

16. like

17. East

18. whole

19. matter

20. want

21. what

22. know
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